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1 INTRODUCTION
Interaction with touch and tangible objects on large-scale displays has been a focus of research since
the early 2000s, initiated through several seminal publications by Ishii and Ulmer [25, 26]. These
interactive systems have often been based on custom-built sensor and display devices situated in
research labs until approximately 2010, often based on the FTIR concept popularized by Han [11].
Since that time, commercial devices with support for these interaction modalities have also become
available and are now often used to implement such systems. Nevertheless, for more specialized
application or research scenarios, custom devices are still widely used.
Consequently, we are facing a wide array of devices that each implement some subset out of the
far-ranging design space encompassing tangible and touch interaction. From a software developer’s
point-of-view, it is desirable to have some uniied high-level view of all these varying devices to
provide generic implementations that are not dependent on one single type of hardware. For the
last 10 years, this role was illed by the TUIO protocol which has served as a quasi-standard for
this entire domain. It was introduced in 2005 by Kaltenbrunner et al. [14], and was quickly adopted
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across a wide range of research, art, and application scenarios, despite its domain-speciic origin in
tangible interaction for electronic music generation.
However, we can observe that TUIO in its current version has become somewhat dated, which
often led other researchers to the implementation of ad-hoc extensions to the original TUIO protocol
that support additional sensor or component attributes. The original TUIO 1.0 speciication deined
two principal interface components: Objects represent simple tangible tokens, which can be
identiied through attached symbols, and localized with their position and orientation within an
interactive surface. Cursors represent the basic gestural interaction from touch input or other
pointing devices, and are referenced through their surface position only. Since neither objects or
cursors provide any information about their actual geometry, TUIO 1.1 additionally introduced
Blobs in order to specify the spatial extension for objects and cursors, as well as for generically
untagged physical objects. TUIO also allows the representation of multiple objects, cursors and
blobs through a unique Session ID, which is the essential attribute for the realization of multi-touch
and multi-user object interaction.
In this paper, we therefore present and discuss an updated and extended version 2.0 of the
TUIO protocol. We introduce a generic abstraction model of interactive surfaces, present the
formal speciication of the protocol itself and provide several examples of how well-known existing
research projects in this context can be fully represented using the TUIO model and protocol.
2 TUIO1 LIMITATIONS AND AD-HOC MODIFICATIONS
It has become clear that even with the intermediate protocol extensions, this currently rather
simple approach is by far not suicient for the description of a generalized tangible interaction
surface environment. While TUIO 1.1 already addressed the basic needs for an additional descriptor
of the object geometry, the strict separation of Cursor, Object and Blob proiles remained one of
the major limitations for any further protocol extensions. For example, the existing object proile
is lacking the capability of describing diferent marker types, while the cursor proile is missing
important attributes such as cursor IDs, types and pressure data. Finally, TUIO 1.1 is also missing
detailed timing information for gesture analsyis, which unfortunately cannot be retrieved from the
underlying Open Sound Control protocol bundle as originally intended. The number of potential
enhancements and changes to the current protocol structure eventually justiies the following
introduction of a new protocol speciication, which intends to resolve the shortcomings and design
limitations of the previous protocol generation.
As further indication of the need for a revised and updated TUIO protocol, we now briely
present examples where other researchers have built their own work on TUIO1, but have found it
insuicient to address all their requirements.
One older example is [7], in which a large-scale FTIR-based touchscreen is combined with an
overhead light source to create a shadow tracker, thereby allowing both touch points and hovering
hands to be tracked. TUIO1 did not ofer any way to link individual tracked objects, which was
required in this case to link touch points and hands. Consequently, the authors added an ad-hoc
parent-child relationship to the original TUIO protocol.
Similarly, [9] also detect a relationship between ingers and hands on a difuse illumination
tabletop system, and also had to modify the original TUIO protocol in order to convey this type of
information.
[4] extend the original reacTable musical instrument to include EEG/ECG data. This involves
additional tangible tokens which represent the new data sources, but also a side channel outside of
the TUIO protocol to deliver the physiological signals to the music generation engine.
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A more recent example, Bendy [20] uses reacTIVision and TUIO to deliver the overall position
of an interactive object, but also establishes a secondary non-TUIO communications channel to
deliver information about the object’s deformation, which is not representable in TUIO1. Both data
channels are then merged in the application.
In a similar way, the Immertable [2] uses a combination of TUIO1 and other OSC sources to fuse
data from tangible tokens, a Kinect camera, Leap Motion sensors, and hand-held controllers.
Together, these examples highlight the fact that today’s complex, multimodal input environments
have outgrown the limited capabilities of TUIO1. Two common themes emerge among the ad-hoc
extensions that other researchers have implemented: a) support for more complex tracking setups
(e.g. hierarchical object relations such as hand and ingers, more object classes, additional information about individual objects such as color), and b) support for additional data channels from/to
tracked objects (e.g. embedded sensors and actors inside tangible objects, buttons on hand-held
controllers).
As the multitude of fragile one-shot solutions leads to a proliferation of incompatible subprotocols that undermine the wide-ranging compatibility which was a fundamental beneit of TUIO
1, we conclude that it is time for an update of the core protocol.
3 AN EXTENDED ABSTRACTION MODEL
The updated version of TUIO 2.0 is based on an abstraction model designed to describe interaction
on and around any interactive surface. Several aspects and details of this abstraction model arose
from discussions during and after the "TUIO Hackathon" workshop at ACM ITS 2014 [15], and are
also relected in more detail in [13].
The main motivation for the conception of a generalized abstraction model was the simpliication
of the design and implementation process for the casual user but also the professional developer of a
surface-based tangible user interface. This simpliication should allow easier access to technologies,
which until recently have only been available to a knowledgeable research community, which is
technologically literate and also has access to the tools, documentation and education, which have
been necessary to work with this kind of novel interaction paradigms. Hence the major design
goal of this interaction framework is a low level of complexity, which should ideally not exceed
the complexity of the single mouse pointer control in standard GUI applications. Therefore the
irst design iteration of the TUIO framework focused on multi-touch input and its integration into
standard applications, and also added the handling of physical tokens in a similar manner. These
two basic components already allow the development of basic interactive multi-touch surfaces with
integrated tangible object handling, which apart of the handling of multiple controller components
does in fact not introduce much additional complexity to the actual application design. Since the
proposed framework targets a similar level of simpliication, the discussed platform deinitions may
seem often very straightforward, which is of course fully intentional. The reduction of the complex
interaction mechanisms, which are necessary for the construction of tangible user interfaces, to
natural interaction events as well as the description of tangible components and their attributes in
simple terms is one of the most important design principles of this framework.
Our approach aligns with earlier work by [3], in which the author argues that interaction
architectures such as the one presented here must fulill three properties: reinterpretability, resilience,
and scalability. TUIO2 is reinterpretable due to its open design, and can be adapted to a wide range
of usage scenarios as discussed below in section 6. It is also resilient, both to transient errors such
as those introduced for example by network packet loss, and to lack of information due to a limited
tracker implementation. Finally, it is scalable to large systems with hundreds of objects, as the highly
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space-eicient OSC encoding will only use approximately 20 bytes per message and object, which
will add up to a few kB at most. Even at frame rates of 60 Hz which are desirable for interactive
systems, the required bandwidth is still easily provided by today’s network infrastructures.
3.1

Global Context

3.1.1 Interactive Surface. Our abstraction model has been designed for the speciic context of
a two-dimensional interactive surface. This includes the surface area itself, which in the most
common case is a horizontally mounted rectangular table surface, while other geometries such as
square and round surfaces, or even more complex topographies are of course not excluded per-se,
but not covered explicitly. The idea of an interactive surface can also be translated to a vertically
organized environment, such as an augmented whiteboard for example. This surface context can
also be scaled to larger dimensions covering a whole loor or wall, or scaled down to an interactive
surface of a mobile input device with a small-scale touch sensitive screen.

Fig. 1. fishtank scenario: space extending above an interactive surface.

This two-dimensional surface plane can be also extended to the third dimension considering the
space that elevates from the surface, which can be fully described by an absolute 3D coordinate
system or partially described by a 2.5D model, which adds the relative distance to the surface
(sometimes called "ishtank scenario", see igure 1).
The surface model is limited to the extension of all active surface areas, which are covered by
the input sensing and multi-modal feedback hardware and will therefore neglect the description of
passive surface areas, such a table border or object repository, which are nevertheless considered
to be an integral part of the complete surface infrastructure, but are only relevant to the individual
application scenario.
3.1.2 Sensor Data Normalization. The abstraction model is fully independent of the actual sensor
technology used for the tracker implementation. This can include computer vision based solutions,
but also optical or capacitive touch screen technology, electro-magnetic sensing as well as any
other possible sensor hardware that may be employed to retrieve the necessary input data for the
real-time capturing of all relevant surface, object and gesture attributes.
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 2, No. EICS, Article 8. Publication date: June 2018.
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In order to provide a generalized abstraction for all possibly used sensor systems, which can difer
signiicantly in their spatial or temporal resolution, this model introduces a normalized, orientation
invariant coordinate system for the position data, as well as uniform component attributes where
possible, or clearly deined normalized ranges of control values. These uniform data structures can
then be scaled back to the desired surface dimensions by the underlying application layer, in order
to provide visual feedback for example.
Additionally the model maintains a simple and straightforward data format which improves
understandability and also allows for direct data interpretation by environments with limited
computational infrastructure.
3.1.3 Time Model. The temporal resolution of the gestural input is fully based on the tracker
sensor capabilities and its according coniguration. Therefore all model states need to be identiied
with a ine-grained time stamp, which allows the later reconstruction of the full gesture including
its dynamics. Since our abstraction layer provides a detailed description of the gestural input data,
the application layer can perform the actual gesture recognition task based on the position and time
based information. Although our model does not provide any gesture recognition or interpretation
infrastructure, it provides the relevant time based input data for an intermediate gesture recognition
layer such as the "Dollar" family of recognizers [1, 27, 29], a more complex gesture framework (e.g.
GeForMT [16], Midas [24], GISpL [6], Proton++ [17]), or directly to the application layer itself.

Fig. 2. TUIO 2.0 components: tokens, symbols, pointers & geometries

3.2 Explicit Interface Components
TUIO 2 is centered around 4 types of interface entities as shown in igure 2.
3.2.1 Tokens. Tokens represent abstract tangible objects without explicit descriptors for their
actual physical appearance or geometric properties. Within the boundaries of the interactive surface
these individual tangible objects can be selected and manipulated by moving and rotating them in
direct contact with the surface or freely within the space above this surface. The model describes
several state properties of these tokens such as their absolute position and orientation on the
surface, while it also deines various classes of distinguishable tokens, which can be individually
identiied and tracked through iducial markers for example.
On the other hand the model also introduces untagged generic objects, which only can be
approximately described by the system, specifying their overall geometric boundaries and physical
appearance.
3.2.2 Symbols. Physical tokens can be tagged with dedicated marker symbols, which primarily
support the tracking system with the identiication of each individual token. Using a computer vision
system for example, symbols can be implemented with iducial markers, which allow the robust
identiication of known visual symbols. On the other hand, simple colour tracking methods can also
generate various classes of distinguishable physical tokens, while alternatively electromagnetic tags
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 2, No. EICS, Article 8. Publication date: June 2018.
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such as RFID tags can be employed as a symbol for tagging of physical tokens. Some visual markers,
such as barcodes or QR codes, as well as advanced RFID chips can also embed additional data
content apart from a single identiication number. Therefore in addition to the simple identiication
tag the model also speciies the actual symbol type, its encoding scheme and data content for
each individual symbol component. Furthermore a symbol can be also used without the direct
association to an actual physical object or location (see section A.3.4 for details). Examples for
symbol objects are shown in igure 3.

Fig. 3. symbol examples: a) fiducial b) QR code c) RFID tag d) character

3.2.3 Pointers. Pointers are generally one-dimensional moving pointing gestures within the
two-dimensional plane, which are not directly referenced through a physical object, and therefore
are conceptually intangible interfaces components. Cursor states are either generated by direct
manipulation of the surface, using inger touch gestures or alternatively through dedicated pointer
devices such as a mouse or pen. Cursor pointers are therefore primarily deined by their absolute
position on the surface, but can also encode common additional attributes such as applied pressure,
rotation angle or a region of inluence. Possible examples for pointers include a touch contact, a
common mouse pointer, a (digital or regular) pen, or a laser pointer.
3.2.4 Geometries. While Tokens and Pointers are abstract interface components, associated
geometry descriptors can be employed to provide additional information about the spatial extension and shape of physical objects or pointer devices. These geometries deine several levels
of abstraction, which can be reined incrementally up to a higher level of detail if necessary. This
detailed description of the object geometry can be also interpreted within the application layer,
through additional object recognition for example. The various geometry descriptors can be also
used as additional control dimensions within the application layer, such as mapping interactive
object deformations to the control dimensions of a synthesizer for example. Possible geometry
descriptors are illustrated in igure 4.
3.2.5 Model Extension. For platform speciic adaptations, the underlying OSC data structures
also allow the deinition of additional components through the composition of custom messages.
Therefore the TUIO protocol also provides an additional custom component mechanism, which is
more tightly bound to the overall protocol semantics.
3.3 Component Relation
3.3.1 Associations. While spatial systems are generally deined by the absolute location of a
physical component on an interactive surface, relational systems on the other hand are purely
deined by physical and logical component relations [26]. Therefore this model also establishes
the additional layer of component associations, which allow the representation of physical chains
and even complex tree topologies of adjacent or physically connected tangible interface components.
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 2, No. EICS, Article 8. Publication date: June 2018.
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Fig. 4. geometry detail: a) bounding box b) convex hull c) contour
d) skeleton e) area spans f) raw data

Additional container associations allow the representation of physically nested components.
Association examples are provided in 5.

Fig. 5. component relations: a) physical link b) container c) signal

3.3.2 Controls and Signals. Tokens or other physical interface components can also be augmented with additionally associated control dimensions for the description of the state of associated buttons, knobs, faders, or other dedicated control values retrieved from pressure or temperature
sensors etc., which can be optionally attached to the physical body of each individual component.
In addition to the establishment of physical and logical associations, physical interface components may also exchange simple signals. Therefore a directional signal infrastructure between
individual components allows to trigger events or exchange data blocks.
3.4 Component Context
3.4.1 Surface Constraints. While the spatial extension of the interactive surface represents the
principal constraint for the overall tangible interaction environment, TUIO provides no explicit
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 2, No. EICS, Article 8. Publication date: June 2018.
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deinition of a dedicated class of constraint interface elements. Constraints may be deined in the
application domain, digitally within the visual surface layout or physically with the dedicated
deinition of tokens or physical geometries that serve as constraint interface components. If the
sensor system is capable of determining the physical relation of a dedicated token-constraint system,
the model allows the explicit deinition of a container object and its associated tokens.
3.4.2 User Representation. The user as such is not directly represented in the abstraction model,
but is obviously driving the continuous state changes of pointers and tokens, which are generated
by the user actions and gestures actuating upon the physical objects and the surface, and can be
indirectly associated to a user. Since some input devices allow user identiication, all components
can be associated to a speciic anonymous user ID, which allows the user association of gestures
generated by an individual. Furthermore, pointer components allow the speciication of various
body parts such as inger, hand, body and head which also can be associated to an individual user.
3.5

Component Gestures

Various types of gestures that are being performed with or on the physical interface components
can be deduced from consecutive attribute updates, such as the position and movement of pointers
and tokens, the rotation of tokens and untagged objects as well as the continuous geometry changes
of malleable tangible objects.
3.5.1 Pointing Gestures. can be generated directly from single or multiple pointer positions,
primarily when an event for adding or removing a pointer component has been decoded from the
state model. Within the application model, these pointing gestures can be associated with either
digitally generated surface components or with a nearby physical interface component.
3.5.2 Motion Gestures. can be derived from continuous pointer, token and geometry displacements, typically marked as a session that develops over the lifespan of each component from its
association with the surface context until its removal.
3.5.3 Manipulation Gestures. are derived from the interpretation of object state or geometry
changes, which result from the rotation and eventually the deformation of generic tangible objects,
resulting in continuous changes of the object’s bounds, contour or skeleton, which can be interpreted
as squeezing or bending gestures.
3.5.4 Control Gestures. can be equivalently derived from the same data used for manipulation
gestures by directly mapping these changes of object geometry to control parameters within the
application model. The handling of the dedicated controller components directly provides additional
control dimensions to the application model.
3.5.5 Association Gestures. can be either derived from the direct interpretation of the two
component association types for connect and disconnect events as well as container events. On the
other hand the model also allows the interpretation of changes in spatial adjacencies as indirect
object association gestures.
4 MODEL INTEGRATION
As shown above, this new abstraction model does not intend to deine an universal real-world
description of any observable interaction environment, neither does it provide an infrastructure for
the direct encoding of raw sensor data. It is rather deining a simpliied semantics for an abstract
description of the physical environment, which primarily has been designed for the representation of
interface components states within tangible multi-touch applications based on interactive surfaces.
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 2, No. EICS, Article 8. Publication date: June 2018.
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Thus our model is fully hardware independent and application invariant since it basically provides
a normalized representation of physical interface components, without any reference to speciic
hardware conigurations or application scenarios. An underlying application layer therefore can
build upon the provided component abstraction, deining its actual application model only locally.
This eventually allows the installation of such applications on diferent hardware platforms, which
provide their feature set through an adequate implementation of our semantic model.
The recognition and representation of high-level user gestures performed with the hands or the
full body are not represented within this model though. The gesture modelling and recognition
should be generally bound to the application domain, which is not explicitly part of our purely
physical interaction model and the according abstractions. The detailed component attributes and
the integrated timing infrastructure provide the necessary high-level input data as well as the
necessary semantic context for gesture recognition and even object recognition based on their
geometries.

Fig. 6. Layers of the Abstraction Model

A typical physical layer is usually comprised of an interactive surface and the related tangible
objects. These interface components usually contain an embedded sensor system or are observed
externally, which provides the raw input data that is retrieved from surface interactions or object
manipulations.
Each individual hardware coniguration therefore needs to integrate the low-level data acquisition with the high-level semantic model representation. This usually involves the mapping from
a device-speciic input system with a software implementation of our model. This infrastructure
generally takes care of the proper encoding at the hardware level, its transmission through an
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 2, No. EICS, Article 8. Publication date: June 2018.
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adequate channel, as well its decoding at the application layer.
After the transmission and decoding, the semantic description of the physical interaction environment is provided through an application programming interface, which encapsulates object
states and surface events. This interface can either be integrated directly into the inal application
or previously processed by an intermediate gesture recognition layer. The actual application logic
inally determines the appearance of the according digital feedback through the integrated visual,
acoustic or haptic displays. Although our model does not explicitly deine any feedback channel, it
can be also employed to encode physical interface changes for actuated system conigurations. A
visual depiction of how TUIO’s concepts provide an interface between the physical domain and the
interaction layer is shown in igure 6.
Taking the example of Echtler’s et al. multitouch software architecture[8], the TUIO abstraction
can be simply represented within the hardware abstraction (and optionally calibration) layer in
this case, allowing for the integration of any TUIO pointer enabled hardware implementation into
its architecture. While this particular multitouch model only integrates the subset of pointer and
token components, it could be subsequently extended with geometry and symbol descriptors that
are provided by the abstraction model.
5 TUIO 2.0 PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION
This chapter presents the implementation of an abstraction framework, which shall meet the
requirements for the comprehensive description of state-of-the-art tangible interfaces and multipointer surfaces. For that purpose an extensive protocol has been deined, which allows the
encoding and transmission of a tangible interface component abstraction, such as tokens, pointers
and geometries as well as additional symbols and controls in the context of an interactive surface.
The protocol extends and replaces the original TUIO speciication, therefore the reader should be
familiar with the general idea and structure of the previous TUIO 1.1 protocol generation [14]. As in
its predecessor, the TUIO 2.0 components and attributes are encoded using the Open Sound Control
(OSC) format. Details regarding the individual protocol messages are presented in appendix A.
This protocol version introduces many additional features compared to TUIO 1.1. This includes
timing information, several additional component attributes such as inger pressure, and code
descriptors for symbol types such as data matrix labels or RFID tags. TUIO 2.0 also encodes the
precise object geometry with general bounds, contour and skeleton descriptors which can be used
to describe untagged tangible objects or retrieve additional geometry information for tokens or
pointers. Many syntactic changes have become necessary in order to deine more OSC compliant
messages and bundles, which together with the additional features should justify the version jump
at the cost of backwards-compatibility at the protocol level. TUIO 2.0 client implementations can
provide additional backwards compatibility by handling both TUIO 1.* and TUIO 2.0 protocol
generations though. An overview of and comparison between the entity types available in TUIO
1.1 and TUIO 2.0 is presented in table 1.
The various types of identiiers used in TUIO 2.0 have distinct meaning, which shall be briely
diferentiated here. The session ID is an ephemeral number which identiies a single, speciic object
during its lifetime within the interaction space. When an object is removed from and reintroduced
into this space, it will receive a new session ID. The component ID, on the other hand, is used for
objects which can be uniquely identiied even after removal and re-introduction, such as a speciic
printed iducial. Several iducials of the same type will share the same type ID. Finally, if a sensor
system is capable of identifying individual users and assigning objects to them, this can be relected
through the user ID.
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 2, No. EICS, Article 8. Publication date: June 2018.
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Abstract Concept
Tangible objects
Pointers/cursors
Bounding boxes
Object geometry
Object associations
Symbols, Data
Controls, Signals
Unique lifetime identiier
Persistent object identiier
Class identiier
User identiier

TUIO 1.1 entities
2Dobj, 25Dobj, 3Dobj
2Dcur, 25Dcur, 3Dcur
2Dblb, 25Dblb, 3Dblb
ś
ś
ś
ś
session ID s
"class" ID c
ś
ś
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TUIO 2.0 entities
tok, t3d
ptr, p3d
bnd, b3d
chg1 , ocg/icg2 , skg/s3d3 , svg4 , arg5 , raw6
coa7 , lia8 , lla9 , lta10
sym, dat
ctl, sig
session ID s_id
component ID c_id
type ID t_id
user ID u_id

Table 1. Comparison of TUIO 1.1 and TUIO 2.0 entity types. Abbreviations (see also section A) ś Geometries:
1. convex hull, 2. outer/inner contour, 3. skeleton, 4. skeleton volume, 5. area, 6. raw sensor data. ś Associations:
7. container, 8. link, 9. linked list, 10. linked tree.

As an example, all reacTIVision Amoeba symbols will have the same type ID, but diferent
persistent component IDs and also diferent ephemeral session IDs. This allows several instances
of the same symbol to be used at the same time and diferentiated through their session IDs, while
the meaning of each symbol is codiied through the component ID, and diferentiation from other
types of tokens is possible through the type ID. For pointer objects, a list of pre-deined type IDs
for common pointing devices can be found in section A.3.2.
6 EXAMPLE PLATFORM ENCODINGS
This section intends to showcase the potential of the proposed abstraction model and its protocol
implementation by deining several example encodings for various existing tangible interactive
surface platforms. Due to the previously discussed application context, this list includes seminal
examples from the interactive surface research community, more recent commercial products, as
well as some tangible musical applications. In terms of [3], we focus on the descriptive power of
TUIO 2.0, i.e. its capability to describe existing interactive systems within the underlying model.
This is also in line with more recent work on toolkit evaluation by Ledo et al. [19] - within
the framework introduced in their paper, we provide validation of our toolkit in the form of 1 Demonstration (Replicated Examples + Design Space Exploration, see also section 3), and in the
form of 4 - Heuristics (Discussion).
The individual component features and attributes that are relevant for the representation of each
example platform will be highlighted. Since there does not yet exist an application or platform that
implements the full feature set of the TUIO 2.0 model capabilities, most applications will generally
implement a speciic sub-set of the available components and their attributes.
6.1

Commercial Input Devices

In this section, we discuss common commercially available input devices and how their features
can be represented using TUIO2.
6.1.1 Pointer Types: iPad Pro. Apple’s current iPad Pro tablet devices1 provide a comprehensive
feature set of a state-of-the-art tablet platform. In addition to the common multi-touch interaction
1 http://www.apple.com/ipad-pro/
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this tabled also allows additional pencil input, providing extended attributes such as pressure,
rotation angle and shear angle. Finger touches can be distinguished from the pencil through use of
the Type ID ield, and provide additional information about the inger footprint size. While the
current iPhone modules also provide pressure sensitive (force) touch input, this feature is not (yet)
available on the tablets. A TUIO2 implementation for iOS devices such as the iPad and iPhone can
be therefore realized using most of the available Pointer attributes: type, position, pressure, angle,
shear angle and size.
/tuio2/ptr s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press

Fig. 7. iPad Pro pencil and touch interaction. Photo: Apple Incorporated

TUIO1 would not be able to represent shear angle and pressure (except as a hack via the area
attribute), and would require an ad-hoc mapping of an arbitrary class ID to represent the pen (for
diferentiation from touch points).
6.1.2 Pointers and Controls: Wheel Mouse. The primary functionality of a common computer
mouse can be easily relected by the encoding of its position attributes with an according Pointer
message, where the Type ID is set to the Mouse pointer type ID 13. In addition to that, a simple
mouse-click for a generic mouse can be encoded, by setting the pressure attribute to one. Since
such a device has often three buttons, where the middle button has been designed as a wheel, these
additional control dimensions have to be encoded using a complementary Control message. The
according CTL message needs to encode three button states plus the up and down movements of the
wheel. This can be simply represented by four control values, where the irst three button controls
can be set to 1 for the pressed state and the last wheel control attribute can be set to 1 for upward
movements and -1 for downward movements. All four values are set to 0 while they are not activated.
/tuio2/ptr s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press
/tuio2/ctl s_id left_btn wheel_btn right_btn wheel

TUIO1 would not be able to diferentiate between hover state and individual button presses,
and would have no straightforward way to communicate the state of the scroll wheel at all. As
an example, TISCH [7] integrated mouse wheel data via TUIO1 by (ab-)using the rotation angle
attribute of a generic cursor object.
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6.1.3 Pointers and Pressure Maps: Sensel Morph. Professional drawing tablets, such as the popular Wacom devices generally provide a feature set, which is comparable to the pencil input from
the iPad Pro as described above. This generally includes many advanced pointer attributes such as
type, position, rotation and shear angle as well as pressure. While in such a device the pressure
attribute is directly sensed from within the pen controller, today there also exist pressure sensitive
tablets such as the Sensel Morph.2 Although TUIO 2.0 can encode generic multi-touch input, also
including inger pressure with the according Pointer attribute, this device is generally capable
of providing an overall "pressure image" of any object in contact with its surface. Thus for the
encoding of the total capabilities of this device not only a Pointer message can be employed for
touch interaction, but also additional Bounds or Geometry messages, such as the Outer Contour of
a touching object. Furthermore TUIO 2.0 can provide the full pressure map for each object through
an additional Area and Raw Geometry message.
/tuio2/ptr
/tuio2/bnd
/tuio2/ocg
/tuio2/arg
/tuio2/raw

s_id
s_id
s_id
s_id
s_id

tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press
x_pos y_pos angle width height area
x_p0 y_p0 ... x_pN y_pN
x0 y0 w0 ... xN yN wN
width data

Fig. 8. The Morph tablet and its pressure map display
Photo: Sensel Incorporated

With TUIO1, only the abstracted pointer messages (again without pressure and shear angle)
and their bounding ellipses could be communicated, but none of the richer contour and pressure
information.
6.1.4 Tokens as Pointer: Surface Studio. Since Microsoft abandoned its tangible Surface tables, it
concentrated on the further integration of multi-touch and pen input into its current Windows 10
operating systems and the related tablet and notebook hardware. Nevertheless with the release
of its latest Surface Studio platform the company reintroduced the concept of the tangible object
with the Surface Dial interface. Although the device has the afordance of a physical token, by
providing an additional rotary knob, it can be generically represented through a dedicated Pointer
2 http://www.sensel.com/
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type by using the according pressure attribute for the push button, the rotation attribute for the
wheel controller and the radius attribute for the controller’s size. Alternatively the Dial could be
also represented through a TOK message plus an additional CTL message for the push button, but
in this case the PTR already provides all necessary attributes and also corresponds to its actual
representation within Windows.
/tuio2/ptr s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press

TUIO1 could only provide basic coordinate information for the pointers and the rotation angle,
but would again require an ad-hoc mapping for class IDs to diferentiate pen, touch and dial. Also,
pressure data for the knob could again only be encoded by misusing an attribute with diferent
intended semantics.

Fig. 9. The Surface Studio with pen and dial.
Photo: Microsot Corporation

6.2

Tabletop Systems

In this section, we review both commercial and custom-built tabletop interface systems, and discuss
their representation in TUIO2.
6.2.1 Pointer Identification: Diamondtouch. The MERL Diamondtouch platform[5] represents a
multi-touch surface with the special capability of user identiication. Therefore each individual
touch input can be assigned to a speciic user. In our model these capabilities can be encoded by
making use of the Pointer component only, since this component alone is capable of encoding the
provided location information and User ID. Additionally the Pointer Type ID can be preset to the
generic Finger type, although the system is not capable of distinguishing an individual inger or
hand. The platform is neither capable of detecting pressure values nor the hovering state, therefore
the according attribute will be neglected in the encoding. Since the system is only reporting the
interpolated centroid for each touch contact, there is now additional information available that can
determine the inger size. Therefore the according width attribute can be either set to the diameter
of an average inger relative to the actual sensor resolution, or also set to zero. Although other
non-intrusive user identiication methods[23] do not require any physical user tagging, they are
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equally represented by the simple User ID on the protocol level.
/tuio2/ptr s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press

Fig. 10. multi-user identification on the Diamond Touch. Photo: MERL

TUIO1 had no concept of diferentiating between users, therefore the only solution to represent
full data from the touch sensor would, once again, have involved reassigning a semantically diferent
attribute in an application-speciic way.
6.2.2 Tokens, Pointers, Symbols & Bounds: Surface. The original Microsoft Surface platform and
its successor SUR40 supported multi-touch input as well as tagged and untagged object recognition.
For object tagging there were two diferent iducial types available, where the identity tag is capable
of encoding a 128-bit symbol. The generic Contact component can distinguish between touches,
tags and untagged blobs. Applying the TUIO abstraction model to these platform features therefore
suggests the deinition of Pointers, Tokens, Symbols and Bounds components. The primary Token
component refers to any tagged physical object, which can have either an attached ByteTag, which
is deined by the Type ID 0 and a range of 256 component IDs, or by an alternative Type ID 1
referring to an IdentityTag, which can be speciied in further detail using an additional Symbol
message.
Finger touch contacts are deined by the according Pointer message, which can be extended with
an additional Bounds message that speciies the contact geometry with the according dimension
and rotation attributes. The Bounds message can be also sent individually for all contacts, which
have been neither identiied as inger touch or tagged object.
/tuio2/ptr
/tuio2/bnd
/tuio2/tok
/tuio2/sym

s_id
s_id
s_id
s_id

tu_id
x_pos
tu_id
tu_id

c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press
y_pos angle width height area
c_id x_pos y_pos angle
c_id ms/id 0x00...00

With TUIO1, it would neither have been possible to diferentiate between the two token types,
nor to transport the 128-bit message of the identity token (particularly diicult as all OSC types are
only 32 bit wide by default).
6.2.3 Tokens, Pointers and Geometries: reacTIVision. The current development version of reacTIVision 1.6 [12] and its according feature set are still based on the current TUIO 1.1 protocol
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speciication. The reacTIVision software is capable of providing input data from tagged tangible
objects as well as ingers and untagged physical objects touching the surface. Following the new
TUIO 2.0 platform model these features can be represented employing the Token, Pointer and
Bounds components. In addition to the equivalent attributes that are already used within the TUIO
2Dobj, 2Dcur and 2Dblb proiles the platform is also capable of providing the more detailed Contour
geometry of the detected component geometries.
For the Pointer component the platform can additionally implement the Finger Type ID as well as
the pointer width attribute. The pressure attributes and hovering state are not yet available, although
they may be approximated from the inger geometry. Since reacTIVision presently provides the
additional Yamaarashi symbols in addition to the three variations of the amoeba symbols with
diferent sizes and ranges, the Type ID can be employed to distinguish these symbol types, which
can be consequently used for diferent tasks.
The Bounds component can be either used to provide additional geometry information about
the existing Token and Pointer instances as well as for the encoding of dedicated untagged object
components. Since the application internally already maintains the full contour information of
each detected contact region, these attributes can be directly encoded within an optional OCG
outer contour message. Additionally the full component area can be provided using the according
ARG message, since reacTIVision internally uses exactly this span list representation for its region
data structure.
/tuio2/tok
/tuio2/ptr
/tuio2/bnd
/tuio2/ocg

s_id
s_id
s_id
s_id

tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle
tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press
x_pos y_pos angle width height area
x_p0 y_p0 ... x_pN y_pN

TUIO1 did not ofer any encoding for detailed contour data beyond a simple bounding ellipse,
and would also not have been capable of diferentiating marker types without an ad-hoc mapping
of class IDs.

Fig. 11. Two SLAP widgets with integrated controls.
Photos: Malte Weiss et.al.

6.2.4 Tokens and Controls: Slap Widgets. Weiss’ et.al. SLAP widgets[28] are a well known example of enhanced tabletop tokens, which provide additional interactivity through simple mechanical
components. This interactivity requires the association of additional control dimensions to these
physical widgets, which can be encoded by the combination of a Token component, with an accordingly formatted Control message. While the most simple physical push button and slider examples
can be represented with a CTL message providing a single boolean attribute, more complex control
conigurations can be realized through any combination of boolean and continuous controls. Even
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a full octave of a piano keyboard including key velocity can be represented by control message
including an array of twelve loating point attributes, which is associated to a token and/or an
according bounds message for its overall position and geometry.
/tuio2/tok s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle
/tuio2/ctl s_id bool/int

Conversely, TUIO1 did not have any concept of control or sensor data at all which could have
been associated with a speciic tangible.
6.2.5 Spatial Interaction: TISCH. Echtler’s TISCH [7] provides a versatile environment for inger
and hand tracking through diferent methods. It combines various sensor technologies in order to
track a user’s hand above and on the surface, by combining an optical shadow tracking technique
with standard surface touch tracking. This illustrates the tracking of the same pointer component
such as a whole hand and/or its individual ingers from various perspectives. For this purpose
Pointer components can be employed for the representation of each hand and inger pointer and
combine those through an optional Link Association. The complementary two-dimensional hand
shadow from the surface (in the form of its contour geometry) can be associated to the previous
hand pointer by using the same Session ID.
/tuio2/ptr
/tuio2/ocg
/tuio2/ala
/tuio2/lia

s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press
s_id x_p0 y_p0 ... x_pN y_pN
s_id0 ... s_idN
s_id false s_id0 port ... s_idN port

Fig. 12. Touch and shadow image processing in TISCH.
Photos: Florian Echtler et.al.

In TUIO1, particularly the concept of associating various individual components to form a
higher-level composite object was not available, leading to use of custom extension in this case
once more.
6.2.6 Actuated Tokens: Pico. Patten’s Pico platform[22] provides object tracking via embedded
electromagnetic tags including the possibility of moving the objects using an array of electromagnets.
While the combination of two tags within a single object allows the determination of its position
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and orientation, the actuator component only allows changing the position of an according object.
Although there is no direct implementation available for pointing components such as touch
recognition or dedicated pointing devices, the platform can make use of single-tag objects for
the realization of pointing or selection tasks. The platform additionally makes extensive use of
various untagged physical objects, although these additional components are not actively tracked
by the sensor hardware. Nevertheless their position and physical properties have a direct impact
on the active tokens, since they impose strong physical constraints for their location and freedom
of movement.
Therefore the principal interface component for the encoding of the capabilities of this platform
are Tokens with their according Component ID, position and orientation. The actuator on the other
hand can be actually driven by according Token messages sent from the application layer back to
the hardware platform, in order to update their software deined positions.
outbound: /tuio2/tok s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle
inbound: /tuio2/tok s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle

Fig. 13. Physical constraints on the Pico platform. Photos: James Paten

Additional Geometry components could be employed to describe the outline of the objects used
as physical constraints, but the Pico platform makes use of the physical properties without sending
an actual digital representation to the application layer. Also the dedicated pointing components
are rather determined at the application layer than within the actual sensor hardware, therefore
they can be either encoded with an according TOK message or alternatively with a dedicated PTR
message.
/tuio2/tok s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle
/tuio2/ptr s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press
/tuio2/ocg s_id x_p0 y_p0 ... x_pN y_pN

Although TUIO1 would also have been capable of being used bidirectionally (with PTR messages
being sent in both directions), it would not have allowed rich representations of geometry of passive
objects on the surface.
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Standalone Tangibles

In this section, we discuss systems which are not bound to a speciic surface area, but rather use
computer vision or relative position sensing to allow interaction with tangible objects in arbitrary
environments.
6.3.1 Symbols and Bounds: Papier Maché. Klemmer’s Papier Maché[18] toolkit combines various
tangible input technologies within a single application model. Under the overall concept of Phobs
it integrates several computer vision and physical computing elements. VisionPhobs are describing
the boundaries of untagged physical objects, while TagPhobs can represent barcode and RFID
tags. Within our abstraction model the properties of a VisionPhob can be encoded by a Bounds
component, which provides all the necessary attributes. TagPhobs on the other hand can be encoded
by an according Symbol component, which can additionally distinguish between the two tag types
that are available within this toolkit.
/tuio2/bnd s_id x_pos y_pos angle width height area
/tuio2/sym s_id tu_id c_id ean/13 5901234123457
/tuio2/sym s_id tu_id c_id rfid 0x04c5aa51962280

The major limitation of TUIO1 in this case would have been the inability to diferentiate token
types, and also to transmit the actual symbol contents without custom ad-hoc protocol modiications.
6.3.2 Physical Associations: Triangles. Gorbet’s Triangles[10] are a generic hardware platform
for the creation of constructive assemblies using triangular components, which can be connected
to each other on either side. The resulting topologies are the basis for various application scenarios,
which accordingly need to have access to the current coniguration and connection events of the full
construction. In order to represent the components and properties within our model, a combination
of Tokens and Link Associations can be employed. The TOK message represents each individual
instance of a triangle and only serves as a reference for all currently present triangles. Since neither
the position or orientation of these objects are available, none of these attributes are necessary for
the representation of these components. A series of LIA messages encodes the topology of the full
construction by specifying the links between individual objects. The Session ID and the connecting
side of each triangle are speciied in the according component list of the Link Association message.
/tuio2/tok s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle
/tuio2/ala s_id0 ... s_idN
/tuio2/lia s_id true s_id0 port ... s_idN port

As TUIO1 has no concept of inter-object links, the representation of such a structure would have
been diicult, especially as no absolute coordinates within the TOK message would have been
available.
6.3.3 Logical Associations: Sitables. Merrill’s Siftables[21] (later commercialized as Sifteo Cubes)
represent an autonomous tangible interaction platform based on gestural control and the establishment of logical links between objects. Although the absolute spatial position is not relevant in this
scenario the individual objects can provide their three-dimensional orientation. Therefore a 3D
Token component can be used for the representation of the individual blocks, while only encoding
the Component ID and 3D angle attributes. The logical object relationships are represented by the
according combination of ALA and LIA Link Association messages, where the physical connection
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Fig. 14. a) Siteo Cubes and b) Triangles
Photos: David Merrill and Mathew Gorbet

attribute is set to false.
/tuio2/t3d s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos z_pos angle x_ax y_ax z_ax
/tuio2/ala s_id0 ... s_idN
/tuio2/lia s_id false s_id0 port ... s_idN port

Similar to the Triangles example above, TUIO1 would have been unable to provide a clear way
to describe inter-object links (although the 3D orientation would have been representable using
the 3Dobj token).
6.4

Musical Interfaces

Due to TUIO’s provenance from the application scenario of electronic music creation, we also
discuss two non-academic projects which focus on novel forms of interaction with synthesizers.
6.4.1 Signals: Tangible Sequencer. Jefrey Traer’s tangible sequencer3 is comprised of a set of
coloured cubes with an illuminated push button, which can send optical trigger signals to the
next object that is within their vicinity. This coniguration and its according behaviour can be
implemented by using a Token component in conjunction with an associated Signal message. The
tokens are actually only needed to provide a reference for each tangible object, although their
spatial position and orientation attributes are not relevant in this context. Therefore an alternative
symbol message, which for example encodes the actual colour of an individual cube could be used.
Since the signals sent between objects represent a simple trigger event, the according Signal ID
attribute can be simple set to zero.
/tuio2/tok s_id0 tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle
/tuio2/tok s_id1 tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle
/tuio2/sig s_id0 0 s_id1

TUIO1 does not encode the concept of inter-object messages, therefore a representation of this
system would only be possible through ad-hoc extensions.
6.4.2 Tokens and Geometries: Scrapple. Golan Levin’s Scrapple sequencer4 is based on detection
and analysis of the arbitrary shape of physical objects, which is soniied with varying pitch, timbre
3 http://murderandcreate.com/tangiblesequencer/
4 http://www.long.com/projects/scrapple/
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Fig. 15. a) Scrapple installation and b) Tangible Sequencer
Photos: Golan Levin and Jefrey Traer

and duration depending on the position, size and extension of the physical object. Therefore a
simple combination of a Bounds component together with an OCG message, which is providing
the suicient outer contour information for each object placed onto the table. The system could
be eventually fully realized by providing the Contour information only, but since the Bounds
component already represents a convenient simpliication of the object, it can be included as well
to avoid further processing at the application layer.
/tuio2/bnd s_id x_pos y_pos angle width height area
/tuio2/ocg s_id x_p0 y_p0 ... x_pN y_pN

TUIO1 would have reduced all shapes in this scenario to bounding ellipses, which would not be
suicient to cover all possible conigurations that users may want to construct.
7 CONCLUSION
We presented an update to the widely used TUIO protocol with the aim to correct numerous
shortcomings and to address necessary ad-hoc modiications that had been introduced by other
researchers over the last years. An online version of the protocol speciication is available at
https://www.tuio.org/?tuio20 (see also appendix). A reference implementation of the protocol in
C++ is available at https://github.com/mkalten/TUIO20_CPP.
The original abstraction model had deined the three basic interface components of Tokens (as objects), Pointers (as cursors) and Bounds (as blobs), which represent the fundamental
elements of tangible interactive surfaces. Based on this model we deined and published a now
de-facto standard protocol that encapsulates these component states and attributes. The protocol
abstraction provided the necessary semantic description of tangible interface components independently of the actual hardware capabilities and sensor technology, allowing for the development of
platform-independent applications.
An analysis of various community contributions and third-party tangible interaction platforms,
eventually led to the deinition of an extended abstraction model. While Tokens, Pointers &
Bounds still represent the core components of this new abstraction model with an extended set of
attributes, an additional intangible Symbol component has been introduced in addition to a set of
Geometries describing the physical appearance. Furthermore this extended model also allows the
encapsulation of additional component Controls as well as the description of physical or logical
component Associations
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The provided example encodings have shown, that a large number of tangible interaction
platforms and applications can be easily represented with the components and attributes provided
by our extended abstraction model and can subsequently be encoded within a TUIO 2.0 protocol
syntax. This on the one hand allows the abstraction of currently available available hardware
platforms and interactive devices, and on the other hand the realization of versatile tangible
application scenarios based on its extended feature set.
While it is still unlikely to provide a single platform that implements the full feature set of
all available components and attributes of the TUIO 2.0 protocol capabilities, its deinition, implementation and availability to the public domain may motivate the further development and
improvement of existing hard- and software toolkits in order to extend their capabilities according
to this model.
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TUIO 2.0 PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION

This appendix presents the detailed speciication and individual messages which compose the TUIO 2.0
protocol. For a high-level comparison to TUIO1, please refer to section 5. We assume some familiarity of the
reader with the previously deined TUIO1.1 speciication (see also https://tuio.org/?speciication).
A.1

Message Structure

TUIO 2.0 deines a uniied proile for all previously covered tangible object types, such as tokens (tagged
objects), pointers and geometries (for untagged generic objects). The idea of ALIVE messages and FSEQ messages
of the original TUIO speciication was generally maintained within /tuio2/frm and /tuio2/alv messages,
while the SET messages of the previous 2Dobj, 2Dcur and 2Dblb proiles, were mapped to individual messages
within the same /tuio2/* name space. Therefore the OSC name space was reduced to an abbreviated, but
hopefully still human-readable structure and was also adapted to a more OSC compliant message and bundle
style.
As within TUIO 1.1, a Session ID is an unique identiier for each interface component, which is maintained
over its life-time, starting with its appearance, and maintained with every update until its removal. This not
only allows the explicit distinction of otherwise untagged pointers for example, but also the multiply use of
tokens that are tagged with the same symbol type. Furthermore the uniied TUIO 2.0 proile structure, now
also allows the cross referencing of various components through their common Session ID. This allows the
association of a control to a pointer for example, as well as adding additional geometries to a token, including
an incremental increase of detail if necessary.
The distribution of SET messages over diferent proiles such as 2Dobj, 2Dcur and 2Dblb, has been reduced
to dedicated TOK, PTR and BND messages that transmit the status updates for tokens (objects), pointers
(cursors) and bounds (blobs). The component geometry can be described in greater detail with additional
geometry messages such as OCG (contour) and SKG (skeleton). The new SYM messages allow the transmission
of symbol content, and CTL messages allow the association of additional control dimensions to existing
components. A set of associative messages allow the encoding of container relationships (COA) as well as
physical or logical links (LIA) between tangible objects. Custom messages that meet the requirements of yet
undeined trackers now also can be realized within the same name space. This allows the usage of the same
session ID across the same surface proile for alternative token, pointer or geometry references to the same
tangible object. The speciication primarily deines a proile for two-dimensional surfaces, which is partially
extended to the 3rd dimension by complementary 3D component messages for tokens, pointers and bounds.
Therefore TUIO was designed as a semantic description of tangible interfaces components within the conines
of an interactive surface environment and the space expanding above that surface.
Please note: The following textual representation illustrates the syntax of the individual TUIO messages.
An actual OSC implementation encodes these messages using binary data types, as speciied in the attribute
type table further below. You can also refer to the OSC speciication for detailed information regarding the
basic data types and overall message encoding.
A.2

Global Messages

A.2.1

FRM (frame message).

/ tuio2 / frm f_id time dim source
/ tuio2 / frm int32 ttag int32 string
The FRM message is a unique identiier for an individual frame of sensor measurements, and therefore has
to be included at the beginning of each TUIO bundle. Each frame is identiied by a 32bit unsigned integer value
that represents an incrementing frame ID. This allows dropping messages that arrive late with an eventually
lower frame ID, the frame ID 0 is reserved to forced state updates. The following time stamp is represented as
an OSC 64bit time tag. Although the key component messages may include redundant speed and acceleration
attributes that compensate for possibly lost packages, the availability of dedicated timing information is
essential for many gesture-based interfaces. The dimension attribute encodes the sensor dimension with two
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16bit unsigned integer values embedded into a 32bit integer value. The irst two bytes represent the sensor
width, while the inal two bytes represent the sensor height. This allows to encode a sensor dimension up to
65535x65535 and implicitly also describes the surface ratio as well as its relative resolution. (In an optional 3D
ishtank scenario - or the pointer hovering state - the optional Z-axis values are relative to the sensor height.)
The source string attribute provides additional information about the origin of the TUIO message bundle.
This string intends to provide a unique identiication string for each TUIO source, which follows the following
format convention:
src_name:src_instance@src_origin, where the src_name is provided as a unique and reasonably short
identiier string for a TUIO server application, the src_instance numbers the various possible instances,
while the src_origin encodes the machine address in HEX format, depending on its origin. So a single reacTIVision instance running on localhost could be identiied by a source string in the form of "REAC", "REAC:0"
or REAC:0@0x7F000001 depending on its context. The TUIO2 client implementation needs to consider the
correct decoding of the source string detail level.
A.2.2

ALV (alive message).

/ tuio2 / alv s_id0 ... s_idN
/ tuio2 / alv int32 ... int32
The end of each bundle is marked with the ALV message containing a list of all active session IDs, which
allows the robust reconstruction of added or removed TUIO components. This is more robust than the possible
usage of dedicated ADD or DEL messages, which can cause inconsistencies when lost on a transport channel
such as UDP. Added objects can also be derived from their irst appearance in a TOK, PTR or BND message.
The session ID attribute is encoded using a 32bit unsigned integer value allowing a possible value range
between 0 ... 4.294.967.295 until overlow, which should not cause any negative efects in a typical session.
Since OSC only deines a default 32bit signed integer ield, a TUIO implementation needs to cast the s_ID
attribute to uint32 during the encoding/decoding step.

A.3

Component Messages

A.3.1

TOK (token message).

/ tuio2 / tok s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle [ x_vel y_vel a_vel m_acc
r_acc ]
/ tuio2 / tok int32 int32 int32 float float float [ float float float float
float ]
The TOK message is the equivalent to the 2Dobj SET message of the TUIO 1.* speciication, which encodes
the common attributes of tagged physical objects. Tokens are generally identiied through their Component
ID, which corresponds to a visual marker or embedded RFID tag for example. Several Tokens can have the
same Component ID, and can be only distinguished through their unique Session ID, which is only assigned
throughout its current appearance within a session. The Session ID (s_id) and Component ID (c_id) as well as
the general X & Y position and angle attributes remain unchanged, while a combined Type/User ID (tu_id)
allows the multiplexing of various symbol types within the same session as well as the association of an
additional user ID. The irst two bytes of the type/user attribute are therefore encoding the User ID, while
the second half of the attribute encode the actual Type ID resulting in two 16bit unsigned integer values.
This allows a possible range of 65535 Type and User IDs. The User ID can be used to determine if a token is
currently being held by a user, therefore the ID 0 is reserved for the "no user" state. A TUIO implementation
has to consider this special usage of the int32 tu_id attribute with an according encoding/decoding step. Speed
and acceleration parameters are optional and the client implementation has to consider the two possible
message lengths. There is yet no predeined list of ixed Type IDs for Tokens, but its details can be speciied
through an additional Symbol message.
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PTR (pointer message).

/ tuio2 / ptr s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos angle shear radius press [ x_vel
y_vel p_vel m_acc p_acc ]
/ tuio2 / ptr int32 int32 int32 float float float float float [ float float
float float float ]
The PTR (pointer) message is equivalent to the 2Dcur SET message of the TUIO 1.* speciication, which
encodes the common attributes of pointing gestures. The message syntax changed signiicantly compared to
the original proile, in addition to the Session ID and its X & Y position, it also deines a Component ID that
allows the distinction or tagging of individual pointer components (e.g. ingers). The provided angle attributes
specify the Pointer’s rotation angle as well as the shear angle relative to the horizontal surface plane. An
additional BND message can be used to specify a more detailed geometry of the pointer area.
The radius attribute indicates a pointer’s "region of inluence" by specifying its action radius (encoded
normalized to the sensor height). An additional pressure value in the range from 0..1 was added for the
encoding of discrete or continuous surface pressure. Additionally a negative pressure value can be used to
indicate a pointer that is not in touch with the surface, and therefore in a hovering state.
The Type ID attribute allows the distinction of diferent pointer types (eg. ingers, mouse or pen) and is
also used to encode the associated User ID. The irst two bytes of the type attribute are therefore reserved for
the User ID, while the second half of the attribute encode the actual Type ID resulting in two 16bit unsigned
integer values. This allows a possible range of 65535 user IDs and type IDs. A TUIO implementation has to
consider this special usage of the int32 tu_id attribute with an according encoding/decoding step. TUIO2
deines a list of default Pointer Type IDs, where the ID 0 stands for an undeined or unknown pointer. The IDs
1-5 deine ingers of the right hand starting with the index inger (index, middle, ring, little, thumb) followed
by same sequence from ID 6-10 for the left hand. The default ID for an unknown inger is the right index
inger ID 1. The ID range from 11-20 deines a small selection of common pointer devices (11 stylus, 12 laser
pointer, 13 mouse, 14 trackball, 15 joystick, 16 remote). The ID range from 21-30 deines various body parts
(21 right hand pointing, 22 right hand open, 23 right hand closed, 24 left hand pointing, 25 left hand open,
26 left hand closed, 27 right foot, 28 left foot, 29 head, 30 person). Any Type ID starting from 64 and above
can be freely associated by the tracker implementation. Speed and acceleration parameters are optional and
the client implementation has to consider the two possible message lengths. Please note that the pointer also
encodes the pressure velocity and acceleration, which can be used for dynamic input.
A.3.3

BND (bounds message).

/ tuio2 / bnd s_id x_pos y_pos angle width height area [ x_vel y_vel a_vel
m_acc r_acc ]
/ tuio2 / bnd int32 float float float float float float [ float float float
float float ]
The BND message is the equivalent to the 2Dblb SET message of the TUIO 1.1 speciication, which encodes
the basic geometry information of untagged generic objects (blobs). The message format describes the inner
ellipse of an oriented bounding box, with its centre point, the angle of the major axis, the dimensions of the
major and minor axis as well as the region area. Therefore this compact format carries information about the
approximate elliptical region enclosure, but also allows the reconstruction of the oriented bounding box. The
region area is normalized in pixels/width*height, providing quick access to the overall region size.
The BND message usually identiies the boundaries of any generic untagged physical object, and can be
also used to transmit the basic geometry information such as the angle and dimensions of inger blobs or
physical tokens that have been already identiied by a previous PTR or TOK message. The session ID has to be
equal in both messages in order to match the component with the corresponding bounds.
A.3.4

SYM (symbol message).
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/ tuio2 / sym s_id tu_id c_id group data
/ tuio2 / sym int32 int32 int32 string string
The SYM message allows the transmission of the type and data contents of a marker symbol. Since this
information can be redundant, and does not necessarily apply to all symbol types, it is represented by a
dedicated message, which can be omitted or sent at a lower rate if desired. The Session ID, Type/User ID and
Component ID are identical to the values used in the corresponding TOK message. Therefore the actual symbol
code and the meta-information about the marker type and symbol description only needs to be received once
by the client. The group attribute is a string describing the symbol type, such as iducial markers, barcodes, or
RFID tags. The code attribute is alternatively an OSC string or an OSC blob data ield that transmits the symbol
code or contents: such as the libidtrack left heavy depth sequence, an EAN barcode number, or an RFID UID.
Since the possibly symbol space may often exceed the range of component IDs, a TUIO implementation needs
to maintain its internal mapping of Symbols to Component IDs. In case a TUIO tracker such as an RFID reader,
is not capable to determine the symbol position or orientation, the SYM message can be sent individually
without any association to a previous TOK component.
/tuio2/sym s_id tu_id c_id grp dat
0 2 idtrk/18 0122212221221221111
1 8 idtrk/12 0122121211111
2 0 mifare/ul 0x04c5aa51962280
3 1 mifare/1k 0x0af55f2a
4 0 qr/url http://www.tuio.org/
5 4 ean/13 5901234123457
6 18 ms/byte 0x12
7 255 color/rgb 0x0000FF

A.3.5

description
libidtrack 18-node
libidtrack 12-node
mifare ultralight RFID
mifare classic 1K RFID
URL QR-code
EAN bar-code
MS byte tag
RGB color tag (blue)

T3D (token 3D message).

/ tuio2 / t3d s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos z_pos angle x_ax y_ax z_ax [ x_vel
y_vel z_vel r_vel m_acc r_acc ]
/ tuio2 / t3d int32 int32 int32 float float float float float float float [
float float float float float float ]
The T3D message encodes an alternative 3D representation for tokens that are used within the space that
extends above the surface. The message includes an additional Z coordinate as well as the rotation axis and
angle. The optional velocity attributes also include these additional dimensions.
A.3.6

P3D (pointer 3D message).

/ tuio2 / p3d s_id tu_id c_id x_pos y_pos z_pos x_ax y_ax z_ax radius [ x_vel
y_vel z_vel r_vel m_acc r_acc ]
/ tuio2 / p3d int32 int32 int32 float float float float float float [ float
float float float float float ]
The P3D message encodes an alternative 3D representation for pointers that are used within the space that
extends above the surface. The message includes an additional Z coordinate as well as vector of the pointing
direction. The radius attribute refers to the spherical region of inluence of the 3D pointer (encoded normalized
to the sensor height).
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A.3.7

B3D (bounds 3D message).

/ tuio2 / b3d s_id x_pos y_pos z_pos angle x_ax y_ax z_ax width height depth
volume [ x_vel y_vel z_vel r_vel m_acc r_acc ]
/ tuio2 / b3d int32 float float float float float float float float float
float float [ float float float float float float ]
The B3D message encodes an alternative 3D representation for untagged components that are used within
the space that extends above the surface. The message includes an additional Z coordinate and the according
depth attribute as well as the full 3D orientation axis and angle. The optional velocity attributes also include
these additional dimensions.

A.4

Geometry Messages

The following list of CHG, OCG, ICG, SKG, SVG and ARG messages are optional descriptors of the component
geometry, which can be incrementally describe the contour, skeleton and full area of the referenced component
in various levels of detail. The RAW message allows in conjunction with an ARG message the full reconstruction
of a bitmap that corresponds to the raw sensor data.
A.4.1

CHG (convex hull geometry).

/ tuio2 / chg s_id x_p0 y_p0 ... x_pN y_pN
The CHG message is a list of points that deine the simpliied convex hull of the blob. This means that
the number of points has to be reduced to a reasonable amount, which represents the original hull with a
minimum error. The client implementations have to take the variable length of this message into account.
A.4.2

OCG (outer contour geometry).

/ tuio2 / ocg s_id x_p0 y_p0 ... x_pN y_pN
The OCG message is a list of points that deine the simpliied outer contour of the blob. This means
that the number of points has to be reduced to a reasonable amount, which represents the original contour
with a minimum error. The client implementations have to take the variable length of this message into account.
A.4.3

ICG (inner contour geometry).

/ tuio2 / icg s_id x_p0 y_p0 ... x_pN y_pN true x_p0 x_p0 ... x_pN y_pN
The ICG message additionally deines the points of interior contour lines. According to the OCG message,
a ring is only described as a disk, while the ICG message encodes the additional inner contour needed to
reconstruct its full shape. The inner contour is a list of points that uses the Boolean value TRUE to indicate
the beginning of a separate contour. A graphical representation of the number eight therefore would contain
two inner contour sequences for example.
A.4.4

SKG (skeleton geometry).

/ tuio2 / skg s_id x_p0 y_p0 x_p1 y_p1 node ... x_pN y_pN
The SKG message represents the skeleton structure of a blob. In contrary to the list of contour points this
needs to be represented as a tree structure. After the session ID the message begins with an arbitrary leaf of
that tree structure and continues the point list until it reaches the next leaf point. The integer node number
directs the tree back to the last node point.
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S3D (skeleton 3D geometry).

/ tuio2 / s3d s_id x_p0 y_p0 z_p0 x_p1 y_p1 z_p1 node ... x_pN y_pN z_pN
The S3D message represents the three dimensional skeleton structure of a blob. Apart from an additional
Z-coordinate for each node, this message follows the same syntax as the standard skeleton geometry message.
A.4.6

SVG (skeleton volume geometry).

/ tuio2 / svg s_id r0 ... rN
The SVG message adds the radius to each skeleton point as deined by the SKG message. This allows
an approximate reconstruction of the blob volume (encoded normalized to the sensor height) based on the
skeleton, without the need of the more detailed contour description. This message is based on information
from the SKG message and can therefore only be used meaningfully after decoding a previous SKG or S3D
message.
A.4.7

ARG (area geometry).

/ tuio2 / arg s_id x0 y0 w0 ... xN yN wN
The ARG message is the most detailed shape description message and describes the full blob area as a list
of spans. This is basically a run-length encoding with an initial span point and the following span length. The
span list allows the complete reconstruction of the region area and its exact contour information.
A.4.8

RAW (raw message).

/ tuio2 / raw s_id width data
This inal RAW region descriptor provides additional 8bits of data resolution for each point of the region as
referenced by a previous ARG (area) message. The data attribute is an OSC blob ield with a length according
to the amount of region points, where the individual samples are represented by an 8bit unsigned integer
value. The actual decoding of this message has to follow the order of the previous span list, which therefore
only covers the discrete region point samples. The width attribute speciies the normalized distance between
two points in order to correctly reconstruct the actual number of samples between the initial and inal span
point. Although this value can be also retrieved from the surface dimension attribute (1/samplewidth) of the
preceding FRM message, it is included here for the convenience of rapid access. The RAW message allows for
example the transmission of gray-scale image data from a computer vision sensor or pressure maps that have
been retrieved from an according pressure sensitive device.
A.5

Content Messages

A.5.1

CTL (control message).

/ tuio2 / ctl s_id c0 ... cN
/ tuio2 / ctl int32 bool / float ... bool / float
The CTL message can be used to transmit additional control dimensions that can be associated to an existing
component instance, such as a token with an integrated temperature sensor. This (open length) list of variable
loat or boolean values, encodes each individual control dimension as discrete 0/1 boolean or continuous loats
in the normalized range from -1.0f ... 1.0f. A simple 3-button wheel mouse for example could be encoded
using a CTL message with three boolean values for the discrete buttons and one additional loat value for the
continuous wheel after the initial session ID.
An array of 12 loat attributes can for example encode the keys of a full octave in a small piano keyboard
including key velocity. The association of the according CTL message to a previous TKN consequently allows
the identiication and localization of that physical keyboard component.
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A.5.2

DAT (data message).

/ tuio2 / dat s_id mime data
/ tuio2 / dat s_id string string / blob
The DAT message allows the association of arbitrary data content to any present TUIO component. Apart
from the common session ID, this message only contains an initial OSC string that deines the MIME type
of the following data attribute, which can be either transmitted using an OSC string or OSC blob data type.
Therefore this message is capable of encoding and transmitting textural or binary data such as business cards,
XML data, images or sounds etc. Being a simpliied version of Symbols, a DAT message can be for example
also used to transmit the actual data content of an RFID tag that has been referenced within a previous
SYM message. Due to the likely limited bandwidth resources of the used OSC channel, this infrastructure is
not suitable for the transmission of larger data sets. In this case the use of alternative transport methods is
recommended.
/tuio2/dat s_id mime data
text/x-vcard OSC_string
text/html OSC_string
image/x-icon OSC_blob

A.5.3

content
ASCII vcard
HTML code
icon data

description
business card
HTML text
windows icon

SIG (signal message).

/ tuio2 / sig s_id c_id s_id0 ... s_idN
The SIG message allows the transmission of a trigger signal from a reference component to one or more
TUIO components which are speciied in the following list of session IDs. The Component ID speciies the
type of signal allowing a possible range of 4.294.967.295 signal variations.

A.6

Association Messages

The following association messages relect the established links within constructive assemblies as well as
container associations within the physical domain. They provide a description of the resulting component
relationships, which can be employed to describe mechanical or logical connections as well as the placement
of a token within the conines of another physical object.
A.6.1

ALA (alive associations).

/ tuio2 / ala s_id0 ... s_idN
The initial ALA message lists all active components that are currently in an associated state. This is providing a mechanism in analogy to the ALV message structure, and allows the robust reconstruction of connection
and disconnection events.
A.6.2

COA (container association).

/ tuio2 / coa s_id slot s_id0 ... s_idN
The COA message allows associating one or more components such as several tokens to be contained
within another physical component such as an object described by its geometry. Container associations
are established by providing lists of one or more associated objects, which also allow the reconstruction of
individual association events. The irst session ID speciies the container object with a following variable
length list of the associated object session IDs. It also allows nested container relationships, which can be
encoded using various subsequent container messages. The provided slot attribute determines the entry point
of the associated components within the container.
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LIA (link association).

/ tuio2 / lia s_id bool s_id0 l_id0 ... s_idN l_idN
The LIA message is used for describing the topologies of constructive assemblies comprised of physical
objects that allow the establishment of direct mechanical connections between them. The explicit declaration
of physical object connections can for example be employed for environments, which are not capable of
reporting spatial object relations. Additionally these connector associations can be used to encode collisions
of physical objects, without the need for the additional transmission of the detailed object geometries for later
collision detection.The initial session ID speciies the reference object with a following variable length list
of a ID tuple that lists all component session IDs that are connected to the reference component as well as
a coupled Link ID which identiies the input and output ports. This link attribute is comprised of two 16bit
unsigned integer values embedded into a single 32bit integer value, which specify the output port within
the initial two bytes and the input port of the connected component within the last two bytes. Alternatively
the link association can also be used to establish logical connections between individual components, the
provided boolean value determines if the association is physical (true) or logical (false).
A.6.4

LLA (linked list association), LTA (linked tree association).

/ tuio2 / lla s_id type s_id0 l_id0 ... s_idN l_idN
/ tuio2 / lla int32 bool int32 int32 ... int32 int32
/ tuio2 / lta s_id type s_id0 l_id0 s_id1 l_id1 node ... s_idN l_idN
/ tuio2 / lta s_id bool int32 int32 int32 int32 float ... int32 int32
These two additional messages allow the encoding of connections between several interface components
using linked lists, tree structures or individual connection lists for the encoding of more complex topologies.
The LLA (linked list association) message encodes consecutive chains of connected objects, while the LTA
(linked tree association) message encodes tree structures in a format similar to the SKG (skeleton geometry)
described above. The initial boolean type value determines if the association is physical (true) or logical (false).
The Session ID and Link ID tuples are structured as deined in the LIA (link association) message speciied
above. The LTA node jump simply uses the loat data type in order to allow its distinction from the related
Session ID references.
A.7

Custom Messages

/ tuio2 /_[ attr ] s_id [ list of attributes ]
/ tuio2 / _sxyPP s_id x_pos y_pos int float
The custom proile allows the transmission of custom shaped messages that can change the position, omit or
add attributes as desired. The message name is composed out of an initial underscore character that indicates
a custom message. The following characters can be freely chosen from the list of know attributes as shown in
the table below. Additional undeined parameters can be added using wildcard P character in the proile name.
The actual parameter type is deined by the OSC message itself. The purpose of the custom message within
the TUIO speciication is to allow the TUIO clients at least a partial decoding of custom messages. Since TUIO
is based on OSC a TUIO source implementation also can choose to add undocumented freely named and
formatted messages, which then of course cannot be decoded by any standard TUIO client. Therefore the
custom message should be chosen if any known attributes are transmitted, be it only the common session ID.
This at least allows the client to associate the unknown message to a known symbol.
/ tuiox /[ ext ] s_id [ list of attributes ]
It is important that all implementations within the dedicated /tuio2/ name space follow the exact message
syntax and attribute format as deined in this speciication. Any modiication of the existing message syntax
could lead to a fragmentation of the protocol speciication and will also cause unstable results with standard
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client implementations. Although TUIO 2.0 intends to provide a versatile mechanism for the encoding of a
large variety of tangible interaction platforms, it is also probable that some individual application scenarios or
hardware platforms might requite an extension to the protocol. In case the custom message structure described
above might not meet the semantic needs of such an extension, the usage of a separate /tuiox/ name space
is suggested for the deinition of message extensions that are following the general TUIO paradigm. This
most importantly includes the shared reference to a common Session ID. Custom client implementations
can therefore be conigured to listen to one or more custom message extensions, while standard client
implementations remain unharmed.
Message extensions could for example encode the attributes of dedicated controller devices such as the
Wiimote (e.g. /tuiox/wii) or the complementary description of the user’s hand (e.g. /tuiox/hnd). TUIO 2.0 does
not deine the three-dimensional geometry of interface components, which also could be implemented within
several /tuiox/ messages if required. This extension space can also serve as a staging platform for the future
inclusion into subsequent versions of the standard protocol speciication. For all other custom messages that
are not following the general structure of the TUIO protocol, the usage of a completely separate OSC name
space is recommended though.
A.8

Timing Model

As mentioned above, the TUIO 1.* speciication originally did not contain any explicit timing information. On
the contrary TUIO 2.0 transmits a time code for each bundle at a resolution smaller than microseconds by
including a dedicated OSC time tag attribute with each FRM (frame) message. This level of time resolution
provides enough information for time based gesture analysis on the client side.
Because of the possible packet loss, the key component messages TOK, PTR and BND still deine the
optional speed and acceleration attributes. In analogy to the normalized coordinate system, TUIO2 deines a
velocity vector and a simple method how to calculate the resulting velocity and acceleration values correctly.
The movement velocity unit is deined by the displacement over the full length of the axis (also normalized to
0-1) per second. As an example, moving a inger horizontally across the whole surface within one second,
results in a movement velocity of (1.0 0.0) The rotation velocity unit is deined as one full rotation per second.
Therefore as an example, performing one object rotation within two seconds, results in a rotation velocity of
0.5. The acceleration values are then simply calculated as a function of speed changes over time (in seconds).
A.9

Bundle Structure

While the bundle structure in the original TUIO deinition was mostly used to take most advantage of the
usually used UDP packet size, TUIO2 proposes a more structured use of OSC bundles in order to allow more
TUIO2 client implementations on generic OSC platforms.
The previous TUIO 1.1 message structure used a single proile name space for all messages within a
bundle, with only the irst attribute as command, which eventually caused iltering problems with some OSC
implementations. TUIO2 already takes this into account with its newly deined message structure, where the
uniied name space already includes the command and it also deines some simple rules for the internal order
of each OSC bundle.
Each bundle needs to contain at least a FRM and a ALV message, where the FRM message is the irst
message in a bundle, while the ALV message concludes the bundle. As proposed in the original TUIO 1.0
speciication, an implementation should take advantage of the full UDP packet size by creating message
bundles that it into the available packet space. Eventually free packet space can be illed with redundant
object messages that can be periodically resent. It is up to the client implementation to identify and ilter
redundant messages.
The following sequence of TUIO 2.0 messages illustrates an example bundle encoding two active interface
components including a tangible token with an associated symbol and a inger pointer with an associated
basic geometry. The full bundle is embedded within an initial frame message and the concluding alive message.
Please note that the alive message also contains an additional reference to another active component (with
session ID 11) that has not been updated within this frame.
initial frame message
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/ tuio2 / frm 1236 { OSC time tag } {640 x480 } REAC :0 @0x7F000001
component messages
/ tuio2 / tok
/ tuio2 / sym
/ tuio2 / ptr
/ tuio2 / bnd

10
10
12
12

0 4 0.460938 0.3375 1.57
0 4 fidtrk /18 0122222212221211111
1 0 0.525 0.3 0.05 0.0 0.1 1.0
0.525 0.3 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.015

concluding alive message
/ tuio2 / alv 10 11 12
A.10 Server & Client implementations
A TUIO server (sometimes also referred as TUIO tracker or TUIO source) is a device or application that encodes
and sends TUIO messages based on the OSC format, while a TUIO client is an application or library that
receives and decodes these messages, providing the basic infrastructure for an actual interactive application.
This is actually the exact opposite of the OSC naming convention, where an OSC client is sending its messages
to an OSC server, which usually means that a controller device (client) is attached to a synthesizer (server).
Although this diference might cause some confusion, the present deinition of TUIO servers and clients is
more adequate for describing the direction of the data low from the tangible interaction hardware to the
application layer.
For speed and simplicity reasons, the TUIO protocol is generally unidirectional, which means that there
is currently no dedicated communication channel from the client to the server necessary. Using the UDP
transport for example, a TUIO server usually sends its messages to a single TUIO client, which can be running
on the same platform as the server (localhost) as well as on a local IP network (LAN) or even at a distant
location via the Internet (WAN). Nevertheless the present TUIO protocol could be equally implemented in
a bi-directional coniguration, where the application layer is sending standard TUIO messages to a tracker
platform that is equipped with actuated components. In such a coniguration TOK messages could be used for
example to move physical objects or to drive actuated elements such as motors or lights with a sequence of
according CTL messages.
A TUIO Server will usually encode and send messages for TUIO components that correspond to its general
capabilities, therefore a server implementation can also choose to support only a subset of the possible TUIO
components. Apart from the compulsory FRM and ALV messages, which comprise the basic body of a TUIO
bundle, it depends on the server capabilities or coniguration, which types of component messages are actually
chosen to be sent. On the other hand a typical TUIO client implementation, especially if designed as a library
component, should be ideally capable of decoding the full set of interface component messages as deined
in this speciication. TUIO 2.0 server and client reference implementations will be provided for the most
common programming languages, such as C++, Java and C#. Beta versions are already available on Github at
anonymous. These examples can be directly used as a library for the realization of TUIO enabled applications
as well as a reference for the implementation for further programming environments. And since TUIO is
based upon the OSC speciication any platform that already provides an OSC infrastructure, is consequentially
also able to send and receive TUIO messages.
A.11 Transport method
The default transport method for the TUIO protocol is the encapsulation of the binary OSC bundle data within
UDP packets sent to the default port 3333. This default transport method is usually referred as TUIO/UDP,
and most implementations are based on this method due to its simplicity and speed when sent over a network.
Since OSC is not directly bound to a dedicated transport method, alternative transport channels such as TCP
can be employed to transmit the OSC encoded TUIO data. As introduced with the TUIO 1.1 implementations,
there are already several alternative transport methods available, such as TUIO/TCP and TUIO/FLC (lash local
connection via shared memory) to interface with Adobe Flash applications. Since Flash is approaching the end
of its life cycle, an alternative TUIO/WEB transport option has been introduced, which establishes a standard
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Websocket for the realization of native HTML5 applications. Due to the OSC encoding, TUIO messages can be
basically transmitted through any channel that is supported by an actual OSC implementation.
A UDP packet can carry a maximum of 64kb and a minimum of 576 bytes, which usually provides enough
capacity to transmit a typical TUIO bundle within a single UDP packet. When sent over a local or wide area
network it is also advisable to limit the UDP packet size to the MTU size (usually about 1500 bytes) in order to
avoid packet fragmentation. Therefore a TUIO server implementation has to consider that bundles containing
larger component sets can eventually exceed the UDP packet capacity, and consequently need to distribute
the component messages over several OSC bundles containing the same initial FRM message, while only the
last bundle is concluded with a inal ALV message.
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